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'COS News' Stories Three University of Central Florida researchers are among the world's top 25 scholars in their field, and 100 are in the top 2%, according to a new study ranking career-long scientific impact of researchers from around the globe. The study, which recently appeared in the journal PLOS Biology, uses a composite index based on six [...] if
you're a fan of cyberpunk 2077 video game and a member of the UCF family, this is for you. Limbitless Solutions, a UCF-based nonprofit that creates bionic arms for children, worked with the game company to transform the metal arm of Johnny Silverland's game character from screen to real life. [...] The founding director and professor at the UCF Center for
Nanotechnology, James J. Hickman, PhD, has been honored as an inductor for his outstanding assistance in both biological and non-biological sciences. The UCF hired Hickman in 2004 to establish the Nanotechnology Center after recognition for its work [...] tens of thousands of acres of florida protected habitats will receive deeper scientific scrutiny
thanks to a new agreement between the Nature Conservatory (TNC) and the coastal UCF. TNC has been on a mission since 1961 to protect Florida's prime landscapes from developing and conducting scientific research through a team that includes 50 scientists and earth [...] by NIKITTA Campbell students interested in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
has already started another good reference book to help them : Principles of Recoupling and Decoupling Techniques in NMR Solid State. The book was published by associate professor of physics at the Bo Chen School of Physics, PhD, recently by the American Institute of Physics, LLC (AIP). Nasa's [...] book today gave a team of researchers a green light
to begin building tools that will be launched on a satellite to scan and create high-resolution maps of water on the moon. In June 2019, NASA launched the Lunar Trail Blazer mission, along with three other proposed missions, to further study under its innovative small missions [...] the 305-meter telescope instrument platform at the Isibo Observatory in Puerto
Rico collapsed at about 7:55 p.m. .m Puerto Rico time today, December 1. No damage was reported as a result of the collapse, but it damaged the observatory container and surrounding facilities. The extent of the damage is being assessed. Personnel safety [...] by NIKITTA Campbell is a handheld device that can allow individuals to screen themselves for
cancer is one of the potential outcomes of on-the-way research into the power of terahertz lasers. The work comes from the laboratory of Richard Clem, PhD, in collaboration with the Kadwak-Kashiwagi-Tsujimoto and Minami groups at Tsukuba University in Japan. They recently released [...] growing up with family members who held leadership positions
with the Poarch Group of Indians Creek - the only federally recognized tribal nation in Alabama - Rebecca 07 Knew he wanted to pursue a job in public service, currently a degree in political science director for economic development for the United States South and East [...] following a review of engineering assessments, the U.S. National Science
Foundation announced today that it will begin planning a controlled 10-foot wide telescope at the Isibo Observatory in Puerto Rico. The observatory, which UCF manages under a cooperative contract for the NSF, has served for 57 years as a world-class source for radio astronomy and [...] today's students are engaged in a world of politics where
conversation is less meaningful and more angry team sport, observing Tyco Perez's longtime Central Florida Pandit 83. Perez, a staunch lawyer and Republican, recently spoken part of his reverse that trend by joining former Florida Rep. and Democratic champion Dick Batchelor's 71 [...] an in-depth study and years in the practice of Central Florida mothers
sharing their breast milk to feed babies other than themselves recently culminated in a joint book. The authors trace their interest in sharing peer-to-peer breast milk to sociology associate Professor Shannon Carter, PhD, who first observed sharing human milk in support of breastfeeding [...] critical work mapping seagrass beds on the Western Pacific coast
continues uninterrupted this fall thanks to the innovative thinking of the Citizen Science GIS team. The Seagrass Project (also known as the Eels) is financed by a $1.3 million grants from the National Science Foundation and helps researchers measure the dynamics of seagrass meadows over time. This data [...] a documentary about efforts to increase
education for children of India's herding communities will make its world premiere this month at the Fort Lauderdale International Film Festival. Lisa Mills, PhD, associate professor of film at Nicholson School of Communication and Media, wrote and directed the son of a commuter. The 30-minute film [...] a day after Onisheh Eugene's seventh birthday, her
father, a St. Lucian, was in a car accident that deprived her brain of enough oxygen that temporarily lost the ability to walk, move or talk. The incident changed him well for the rest of his life. [Since then], we basically had a very [...] The conference was practically held as a series of three panel discussions highlighting international experts from the Academy
and think-ins to discuss international, domestic and human security issues in India. Security constitutes [...] while some argue that voting in presidential elections is one of the most important civic tasks and ensures that a democracy serves the best interests of its citizens requires active participation all year round, every year. America is built in the hope of a
next opportunity. What happens in the next two-year inter-term elections NOW, AND [...] BY JAYME BLASCHKE NEW RESEARCH SHOWS THAT MISUSE OF PRESCRIPTION STIMULANT DRUGS IS DRIVEN BY ADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG ADULTS BY VARIOUS MOTIVES CLOSELY RELATED TO AGE. The study was conducted by Ty Schepis,
PhD, Department of Psychology, Texas State University; Jason Ford, Ph.D., Department of Sociology, University of Central Florida; Timothy Willens, Massachusetts General [...] A new allowance from the National Academies of Sciences will approach Boots on Earth to assess how severe the loss of wetlands impacts the budget recreational fishing industry.
Christy Lewis, PhD, and her team at lewis lab of coastal applied ecology received a $110,662 allowance in partnership with Louisiana State University to help [...] while the U.S. is closer to the November 3, 2020 presidential election, UCF Professor Aubrey Jewett pros and cons of the College of Elections, explains Florida's role as a swing state and what a
major factor it can know about the outcome. Jewett internationally recognized political scientist and co-author [...] UCF Physics Professor Humberto Campins today (Thursday, October 29) is giving the science community a look at the evolving OSIRIS-REx mission to collect asteroid samples and return it to Earth. Astronomers and other scientists from around
the world are taking part in the 52-year-old Planetary Science Division Summit to learn and discuss the latest [...] the world has been watching the construction of the U.S. presidential election for months. Candidates and platforms, electoral colleges, and in 2020 allegations of potential voter fraud are all of interest to the international media. To find out what
international media is interested in, we talked to three faculty members [...] each fall, the Central University recognizes a faculty that has had a national and international impact through its research, teaching and services. This community has an opportunity to celebrate the creative works of fiction, scientific research and services that our faculty provides to
make our community better. The number of green sea turtle nests in the center and south of Brevard County, florida beaches overseen by Central University biologists were way up over the course of a year they should have been down [...] there was more to landscaping than pulling herds and pushing a lawn mower - much more. Experts in logistics, finance,
small engine repair, soil chemistry and human resources are all in demand in Baker's commercial landscaping, a 250-plus employee company that maintains the properties of homes and businesses throughout Tampa and Orlando, including the main campus of UCF and [...] a graduate physics student redefining what success looks like with the help of
minority academics and McKnight's thesis. Brian Zammaripa Roman traces his fascination with the cosmos back to childhood, but it was only recently that he noticed a lack of representation in the scientific community - specifically, scientists who looked like him. [...] A common reproductive strategy among invertebrates called multiple peddling can give
animals such as Chinese crabs a survival advantage as the world gets warmer, new research finds. While climate change is often associated with big events such as melting glaciers and superstorms, the authors of a recently published paper in the journal Crustacean Biology [...] nearly 800 million people without clean drinking water are in the world and for
environmental chemist and sophoman nominee Lorian Schultz this is no small problem. In his field of study, material chemistry for environmental applications, he seems to improve the methods used to purify water around the world. Under the guidance of chemistry , Gary Rhodes is an associate professor at the Nicholson School of Communication and
Media at UCF and assistant director of the Film and Mass Media Program, best known for his work in horror cinema. When he was 15, Rhodes says he started writing for a film magazine called FilmFox, and has been analyzing the videos ever since. [...] Housing programs can serve as a lifeline for domestic violence survivors and their children - providing
vital resources for them to leave abusive relationships and find safety. Different housing models are running throughout the country, however, little is known about their long-term effectiveness. A team of researchers from the University of Central Florida, University of [...] [...]
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